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Physical Therapy Advisory Committee 
 

Corrected Minutes 
 
 The Physical Therapy Committee of the Board of Medical Licensure and Supervision met 
on October 24, 2017 in accordance with the Open Meeting Act. The special meeting was held at 
the office of the Board, 101 NE 51st Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Advance notice of this 
specially scheduled meeting was transmitted to the Oklahoma Secretary of State on August 7, 
2017, and posted on the Board's website on October 20, 2017.  The notice and agenda were 
posted in prominent public view on the front doors of the Oklahoma Board of Medical Licensure 
and Supervision building located at 101 NE 51st Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma on October 
20, 2017 at 11:45 a.m. 
 
Members Present: 

David Haynes, PT, AT, Chair 
Jennifer Ball, PT/ATC, MHR  
Andrew Ward, PT, COMT 
 

Members absent: 
Carla Hinkle, MS, PTA 
Joe Jekel, Public Member 
 

Others present: 
Lyle Kelsey, Executive Director 
Reji Varghese, Deputy Director 
Barbara J. Smith, Executive Secretary 
Teresa Mitchell, Licensing Director 
Kenna Shaw, Administrative Technician (Licensing) 
Rachel Herbert, Administrative Technician (Licensing) 
Thomas Schneider, Assistant Attorney General, Committee Advisor 
 
Having noted a quorum, Mr. Haynes called the meeting to order at 1:30 p.m.   
 
Following Committee review, Ms. Ball moved to approve the minutes of September 29, 

2017, as written.  Mr. Ward seconded the motion and the vote was unanimous in the affirmative.   
 
LISA BURCH appeared in support of her application for re-entry of Physical Therapist 

licensure.  She previously appeared before the Committee on December 2, 2016 and the 
recommendation at that time from the Committee was "… tabling this application pending a 
personal appearance before the Committee once Applicant’s Federation of State Boards of 
Physical Therapy Practice Exam and Assessment Tool ("PEAT") has reached a scaled score of 
600 or above and that any continuing education units (“CEUs”) obtained in the interim will be 
applied to her required CEU total."   

Ms. Burch stated she would like to practice acute care in a small clinic.  She provided the 
recommended PEAT scores and has obtained 25 CEUs with another 16 hours pending.  She last 
practiced in July of 1996 and her license lapsed in January of 1999.   
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Following Committee discussion, Ms. Ball moved to recommend approval of the 
application of LISA BURCH for re-entry of Physical Therapist licensure pending completion of 
the file to include obtaining 80 continuing education units, completing one year of direct 
supervision, completing the Federation of State Board of Physical Therapy Practice Exam and 
Assessment Tool with emphasis on the musculoskeletal system at the end of one year, and 
completing the Oklahoma Jurisprudence Exam.  Mr. Ward seconded the motion and the vote was 
unanimous in the affirmative.   

 
TAYLOR LETTE, applicant for Physical Therapist Assistant licensure, appeared in 

support of her request to take the Federation of State Boards of Physical Therapy ("FSBPT") 
exam for a third time in Oklahoma.  She previously scored 567 and 593 (a score of 600 is 
required for passing) on the FSBPT exam.  Ms. Lette presented her study plan for Committee 
review and stated she plans to take the FSBPT Practice Exam and Assessment Tool before sitting 
for the licensure exam again.  She also is participating in Scorebuilders and is looking at 
obtaining the newest edition of the publication.   

Ms. Ball moved to allow TAYLOR LETTE, applicant for Physical Therapist Assistant 
licensure, to sit for the Federation of State Boards of Physical Therapy licensure exam a third 
time.  Mr. Ward seconded the motion and the vote was unanimous in the affirmative.   

 
JENNA TEGTMEYER, Physical Therapist, appeared via an online connection in support 

of her request to earn only Category “B” credits per Okla. Admin. Code 435:20-9-3(A)(3).  She 
was unable to appear via video due to connection difficulties, but was able to connect via audio 
only. She is currently abroad in Italy with her husband who is active duty Air Force. She has 
currently completed 15.75 of Category “A” hours.  The Committee stated there are live webinars 
that she can take while abroad.  Ms. Tegtmeyer stated that the difficulty of the webinars is the 
time difference and they are not cost effective.   

Following Committee discussion, Mr. Ward moved to deny the request of JENNA 
TEGTMEYER, PT, to earn only Category “B” credits per Okla. Admin. Code 435:20-9-
3(A)(3).   Ms. Ball seconded the motion and the vote was unanimous in the affirmative.    

 
The Committee then reviewed applications for licensure.  Following Committee review, 

Ms. Ball moved to recommend approval of the following incomplete applications for Physical 
Therapist Assistant licensure pending completion of the files excluding SANDRA MAE 
BREVIESCAS COLE who was previously granted licensure.  Mr. Ward seconded the motion 
and the vote was unanimous in the affirmative.   

 
TA 2843  COLE, SANDRA MAE BREVIESCAS   
TA 2861  ACOSTA, STORMY SKYANN   
TA 2862  MCCLAIN, MICHAEL ALEXANDER   

TA 2863  RAY, SARA COLLAZOS   
TA 2864  STRAUB, LESHEA ANN   
TA 2865  BLACK, ELIZABETH EVELYN 

  
Following Committee review, Ms. Ball moved to recommend approval of the incomplete 

application of LORI LYNN HAMILTON for reinstatement of Physical Therapist Assistant 
licensure pending completion of the file.  Mr. Ward seconded the motion and the vote was 
unanimous in the affirmative.   
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Following Committee review, Ms. Ball moved to recommend approval of the following 
incomplete applications for Physical Therapist licensure pending completion of the files.  Mr. 
Ward seconded the motion and the vote was unanimous in the affirmative.   

 
PT 5420  PHILLIPS, MORGAN    
PT 5421  CORLEY, PATRICIA    

PT 5422  MCCALEB, JOSEPH ABERNATHY   

  

The Committee then took up the appointment of volunteer members to the Continuing 
Education Audit Subcommittee pursuant to Okla. Admin. Code 435-20-9-4.  Mr. Haynes stated 
that in the past the staff has taken care of the audit process and then presented the files that did 
not pass the audit to the Committee for further review/action.  Mr. Haynes did not believe they 
could get a subcommittee appointed at this time.  Mr. Kelsey advised the audit needs to begin 
now because the reporting period is at the end of the year. Three percent of the files will be 
pulled for auditing purposes which will be approximately 126 or 127 files. Mr. Kelsey again 
stated that the audit needs to be done now so that those audited will be able to renew on time.  
Mr. Ward suggested, going forward, sending the audit letters out earlier in the year, perhaps in 
late September/early October.  Mr. Kelsey suggested that the rules could be amended so that the 
reporting cycle would run concurrent with the renewal cycle.  The Committee discussed 
scheduling a special meeting for January 23, 2018 at 1:30 p.m.  Per the Committee's instruction, 
no items other than the CEU audit will be on the agenda.   

Mr. Kelsey requested that the chair reorder the agenda and consider next the CEU 
Reviewer Statement of Work.  Mr. Kelsey stated this contract will be offered to professionals 
and organizations on a bid basis. Of particular interest, Mr. Kelsey noted, is the fifth bullet point 
on page 2 under "Reviewer Responsibilities to Include" which states "Communicate with CE 
submitter for any additional information/clarification required to complete successful review." 
The Committee also reviewed the Professional Service Agreement attached thereto. Mr. Kelsey 
advised he is hoping to be able to conduct the CEU reviews electronically.   

Mr. Ward advised he has had discussions with the incoming Oklahoma Physical Therapy 
Association ("OPTA") president and there are states who are currently using their state PT 
chapters to conduct CEU reviews.  OPTA could appoint a review board and handle the CEU 
review process within the OPTA and, therefore, the folks conducting the review are OPTA 
members.  Mr. Ward suggested we could charge a nominal fee for registration of the courses and 
that fee could then be passed on to OPTA.  The Committee was in agreement and felt as though 
we (the Oklahoma Medical Board) could charge a fee to the provider, but Mr. Kelsey advised 
that in light of a recent Oklahoma Attorney General Opinion (2017-11), he was unsure as to the 
extent OPTA could be involved.  Reji Varghese, Deputy Director, advised that a new fee would 
require a rule change.  Mr. Kelsey stated he would look into the OPTA option and Mr. Ward 
stated that OPTA will have a proposal to the board staff by the middle of November.  

Mr. Kelsey then advised that the Committee could use a similar arrangement as what was 
just suggested to handle the audit files rather than having the Committee conduct the audit in a 
special meeting.  Mr. Kelsey agreed that the staff used to handle the audit process, but the 
aspects of licensing have changed.  Mr. Kelsey is faced with the decision of hiring another 
employee to conduct certain tasks or outsourcing the work under contract.  He stated it is most 
likely more cost effective to spend the money to contract with a group than to hire a new 
employee.   
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Mr. Kelsey and Mr. Varghese will check on the legal and contractual issues surrounding 
OPTA's involvement as suggested above.  Further, Mr. Kelsey and Mr. Varghese stated that, 
with the Committee's approval, the Reviewer Statement of Work/Professional Service 
Agreement will be sent out immediately for bid.  Ms. Smith was directed to place this matter for 
further discussion/possible action on the December 1st agenda.   

Mr. Ward moved to approve the CEU Reviewer Statement of Work, that it be discussed 
with the Oklahoma Physical Therapy Association, and sent out for bid.  Ms. Ball seconded the 
motion and the vote was unanimous in the affirmative.  (See Attachment #1) 

     
Next, Jennifer Ball led the Committee through the proposed rule revisions to Okla. Admin. 

Code 435-20-9.  Ms. Ball is currently the chair of the Continuing Education/Competence 
Subcommittee.  Ms. Mitsy Martin Davis who also serves on the subcommittee was present in the 
audience.  Ms. Ball stated that the rule document was presented to the Oklahoma Physical 
Therapy Association ("OPTA") in December of 2016 and it was presented to membership in 
April of 2017 and was approved to move forward to the Committee.  (See Attachment #2) 

There was a question raised as to whether the term "Continuing Education" could be 
revised to "Continuing Competence" without a law change.  Thomas Schneider, Committee 
Advisor and Assistant Attorney General, stated no law change is necessary but the term should 
be "Continuing Education and Competence" rather than limiting it to just "competence."  

Ms. Ball reported that the proposed changes were brought about after much research and 
discussion by the subcommittee.  For instance, the subcommittee believes that there are many 
“Category B” CEU courses that are just as good as Category “A” courses.  Also, an individual 
might need to have an opportunity to do self-reflection which is when an individual determines 
where their weak spots are and then determines the courses that would be of most benefit. 

Individuals who take courses through ProCert, the American Physical Therapy Association, 
Oklahoma Physical Therapy Association and local universities are automatically approved.   

Ms. Ball stated there is a "partnering" with clinical sites to support the profession as a 
whole. For example, OU Medical Center has a career ladder and takes special interest in 
therapists who also serve as speakers, authors, etc., on behalf of the practice of physical therapy. 

Regarding the review of CEUs, reviewers identified as experts in a particular area will 
review specific CEUs.  The Committee reviewed the document prepared by Ms. Smith which 
was in the form of a rule document and the following revisions were indicated:  Add "education 
and" before "competence"; add the word “professional” before "self-reflection"; strike through 
the yellow highlighted text; and renumber the sections in the same order as the draft received 
from Ms. Ball.  (See Attachment #3) 

Mr. Kelsey stated he does not want the Committee to become a "CEU committee" rather 
than a licensure advisory committee and the process should be reasonable and attainable.  A staff 
directive was issued to Ms. Smith to place further review/possible action of this matter on the 
December 1st agenda.   

 
The Committee then reviewed the continuing education courses submitted for approval.   

Mr. Ward moved to approve the two lists and the additional loose paper CEUs as presented.  Ms. 
Ball seconded the motion and the vote was unanimous in the affirmative.    

Mr. Ward moved to deny the CEUs which were marked "denied" by reviewers.  Ms. Ball 
seconded the motion and the vote was unanimous in the affirmative.  (See Attachment #4) 
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There being no new business, Mr. Haynes adjourned the meeting at 3:30 p.m.    



Continuing Education Courses Review- SCOPE OF WORK 

.. . .... .... ... 

1 BACKGROUND 

All Physical Therapists (PT) must obtain forty (40) hours of approved 

continuing education every two years and all Physical Therapy Assistants 

(PTA) must obtain thirty (30) hours of approved continuing education 

every two years. 

In accordance with OAC 435:20-9-3 to receive initial approval for a 

continuing education offering, submission of an Application for Approval of 

Continuing Education (CE) form is required. Board utilizes. a web

submission portal as a convenient mode of submitting the CE approval 

requests and attachments thereof. For a two year reporting period Board 

receives over 6,000 CE submissions for approval. All CE course 

submissions are reviewed for compliance with OAC 435:20-9-3 before 

presenting to the Physical Therapy Committee for recommendation to 

Board for final approval. Both CE vendors and/or PT/PTAs can submit 

courses for approval. Expedited processing of all CE submissions is an 

expectation of the submitter for various business/practice reasons. 

2 PURPOSE 

Board would like to develop on-going CE review process relationship with 

experts in this field . The ideal individual(s) will work with the Board Staff to 

develop methods to evaluate/review CE courses submitted. 

3 GENERAL INFORMATION & CURRENT PROCESS 

As soon as a new course is submitted online, ·it is imported into Board's 

pending database at the top of the following hour. 

Weekly or at appropriate intervals licensing staff prints off attachments 

and CE coversheet of each submission and prepare to ship to reviewers. 
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Continuing Education Courses Review- SCOPE OF WORK 

Once courses are reviewed by reviewer(s) they are presented·to PT 

committee for their review and recommendation for Medical Board 

approval. Approved list of CEs are then updated to a web-friendly Online 

PDF file. The next day the approved courses are selectable by licensees 

when logging their CEs on their renewal page. 

4 REVIEWER RESPONSIBILITIES TO INCLUDE: 

• Sign the attached "Professional Service Agreement" 

• Pickup or receive CE courses from the Board Office. 

• Sign the log sheet acknowledging number of CEs picked up or 

delivered. 

• Conduct review in accordance with OAC 435:20-9-3 

• Communicate with CE submitter for any additional 

information/clarification required to complete successful review. 

• Complete the review by filling out the coversheet. 

• Expected turnaround time to review and return to Board office of all 

complete submissions is one week from the date of pickup/delivery. 

• Submit an itemized invoice to Board promptly at an agreed upon 

interval. Format of the invoice will be dictated by the Board. 

5 BOARD RESPONSIBILITIES TO INCLUDE: 

• Assemble CE submission with corresponding coversheet. 

• Inform Reviewer and arrange pickup or delivery. 

• Generate and maintain a log sheet for accurate accounting of CEs 

picked up or delivered. 

• Match log sheet with appropriate invoice and promptly submit for 

payment. 

• Pay all complete invoices no later than 30 days of receipt. 
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICE·AGREEMENT 

Period of Performance: December 1, 2017 to November 30, 2018 

This Service Agreement is entered into on th is ____ day of-------------- by and 
betNeen · 
--------:-----:-----=------:-:--- ("Reviewer") and the Oklahoma State Board of 

.. Medical Licensure and Supervision ("Board:!) 

Whereas, Board desires Reviewer to provide certain services, and: 

Whereas, Reviewer is uniquely qualified to assist Board in the provision of some of those services, 
as described below: 

Now, therefore, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual covenants contained herein, the 
parties agree as follows: 

1. Reviewer will provide the following services for referenced price to the Board: 
Travel to Board's office location or receive at Reviewer location F.O.B, and/or connect remotely on 
Board issued computer and review Physical Therapy/Physical Therapy Assistant (PT/PTA) Continuing 
Education Courses submitted for PT/PTA Committee review and Board approval. 

2. Reviewer agrees to abide by the Continuing Education Courses Review- SCOPE OF WORK 
attached to this agreement. Reviewer shall not review his/her CE offerings/submissions or that of a friend or 
relative of the Reviewer to minimize apparent conflict of interest. Such submissions must be duly returned to 
Board staff for further action/assignment. 

3. Board will pay Reviewer ___ per course reviewed . 

4. Reviewer will invoice Board monthly for the services. Board will make payment within thirty 
(30) days of receipt of invoice. 

5. The term of this Agreement shall be from to . This 
Agreement may be extended up to two additional one year time periods by mutual written agreement of 
both parties, under the same terms and conditions. 

6. Either party may terminate the Agreement upon thirty (30) days written notice to the other 
party. Either party may terminate this Agreement immediately upon written notice in the event of 
material breach of this Agreement. 

7. A breach of a term or condition of the contract shall mean any one or more of the 
following events: 

a) Reviewer fails to perform the services by the date required or by the a later date as 
agreed upon in a written modification to this signed contract and scope of work; 
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'-
b) Reviewer is determined to be in violation of federal, state, or local laws or regulations 
and that such determination, in the State's sole opinion renders the Reviewer unable to 
perform any aspect of the contract. 

c) Apparent conflict of interest or collusion with CE vendor/submitter. 

d) Reviewer may be declared in default for failing to perform a contractual requirement 
or for a material breach of any term or condition. 

8. Use of state equipment - Any state equipment extended to the Reviewer in carrying out 
the work necessary for this contract wi ll be used only for purposes of conducting state business 
and will in no case be used for personal projects. 

9. Payment of Taxes- Reviewer shall assure the Board that all rea l and personal property 
taxes are paid and there are no tax liens by the Oklahoma Tax Commission. 

10. AUDIT CLAUSE: Reviewer agrees that his/her books, records, documents, accounting 
procedures, practices or any and all other items pertinent to the performance of services 
pursuant to this covenant shall be subject to examination by the Board and/or the State of 
Oklahoma Auditor and Inspector. 

Agreed and Accepted: 

Board of Medical Licensure and Supervision Reviewer 

Lyle R. Kelsey, MBA, CMBE, Executive Director Name: 
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SUBCHAPTER 9. CONTINUING EDUCATION COMPETENCE   
Section  
435:20-9-1. Definitions  
435:20-9-2. Continuing education competence requirements for renewal  
435:20-9-3. Continuing education competence categories  
435:20-9-4. Guidelines for the audit process  
 
435:20-9-1. Definitions  
The following words and terms, when used in this SubChapter, shall have the following 
meaning, unless the content clearly indicates otherwise:  
 
 
“Activities” means activities that a licensee participates in to either assess her/his competence or 
to develop competency.  An activity is assigned a value toward meeting continuing eompetence 
requirements    
 
“Approved Provider” means an entity that has been approved by the Board to provide 
continuing competence activities for licensees as provided in the rules of this section 
 
"APTA" means the American Physical Therapy Association.  
"Asynchronous instruction" means instructional interaction whereby instructional delivery and 
learner participation occurs other than simultaneously, offering either a delayed opportunity or 
no opportunity for instructional feedback.  
"Board" means the Board of Medical Licensure and Supervision. 
 
“Clinical Practice” means physical therapy consultation or patient care or client management or 
the supervision thereof. 
 
“Committee” means the Physical Therapy Advisory Committee 
 
"Compliance period" means the initial compliance period from February 1, 1998 through 
January 31, 2000 and each successive two calendar year period from January 1, 2000 to 
December 31, 2002  initial compliance period from January 1, 2020 through December 31, 2021 
and each successive two calendar year period from January 1, 2022 to December 31, 2023. 
 
“Competence” is the application of knowledge, skills, and behaviors required to function 
effectively, safely, ethically and legally within the context of the patient/client’s role and 
environment. 
 
“Continuing Competence” is the lifelong process of maintaining and documenting competence 
through ongoing self-assessment, development, and implementation of a personal learning plan, 
and subsequent reassessment. 
 

Carolyn 
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"Continuing education" means those appropriate learning experiences physical therapists and 
physical therapist assistants undertake to expand their scope of knowledge beyond the basic 
preparation for the profession of physical therapy and these experiences should be referenced to 
one of four areas: administration, education, patient care, or research.  
 
“Documentation” means evidence of completion of continuing competence activities 
 
“FSBPT” means the Federation of State Boards of Physical Therapy 
 
“IACET” means the International Association for Continuing Education and Training 
 
“Jurisprudence Assessment” is an online set of questions concerning the Oklahoma Physical 
Therapy/ Practice Act, Board rules, and Position Statements posted on the Board’s website at 
http://www.okmedicalboard.org 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“Licensee” means a Physical Therapist or Physical Therapist Assistant licensed in Oklahoma 
 
 “One (1) Continuing Competence Unit (CCU)” means the relative value assigned to 
continuing competence activities based on meeting established criteria.   
 
 
 
"OPTA" means the Oklahoma Physical Therapy 
Association.  
 
"Pre-approval" means the continuing education experience has received approval prior to the 
end of the compliance period.  
 
“Reporting Period” means a 24-month period commencing on January 1, 2020 and ending on 
December 31, 2021, and each successive 24-month period, during which the licensee activity 
must complete all continuing competence requirements for the current reporting period 
 
"Synchronous instruction" means instructional interaction conducted in real time where the 
instructional delivery and learner participation occurs concurrently with an immediate 
opportunity for instructional feedback.  
 
[Source: Added at 14 Ok Reg, eff 9-10-97 (emergency); Added at 15 Ok Reg 1026, eff 5-26-98; 
Amended at 18 Ok Reg 413, eff 12-8-00 (emergency); Amended at 18 Ok Reg 1313, eff 5-11-01; 
Amended at 19 Ok Reg 2312, eff 6-28-02; Amended at 19 Ok Reg 2998, eff 8-19-02 (emergency); 
Amended at 20 Ok Reg 977, eff 5-21-03]  

***NOTE*** 
 

 Need to add statutory authority for the Board to require a 
Jurisprudence Assessment for new licensees and upon 
renewal each compliance period 

If we use this definition we need to 
define what the established criteria are 
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435:20-9-4. Approval of providers 
The Board shall approve a provider if it is satisfied that the provider’s programs have met the 
standards set forth in  435:20-9-3. of this section. 

(a) Once a provider is approved, the continuing competence activities offered by that 
organization are approved for credit and no application must be made to the Board for 
approval. 

(b) The provider must submit the course information to the Board for posting on the Board 
website 

(c) The following organizations will be considered approved providers: 
(1) Any agency or board responsible for licensing individuals to practice physical therapy 

in the United States or Canada 
(2) The American Physical Therapy Association (APTA), including any Sections, 

Academy’s, credentialed residencies and fellowships and its accrediting subsidiaries 
(3) State Chapters of APTA 
(4) The Federation of State Boards of Physical Therapy (FSBPT) and any accrediting 

subsidiary, including ProCert 
(5) The International Association for Continuing Education and Training (IACET) 
(6) Any providers approved or accredited by the agencies or organizations listed in 

subparagraphs (1) through (5) of this Paragraph. 
(7) Physical therapist and physical therapist assistant programs approved by an agency 

recognized by either the U.S. Department of Education or the Council on 
Postsecondary Accreditation 

 
 
 
 

 
435:20-9-2. Continuing education competence requirements for renewal    
(a) Beginning with the renewal period ending January 31, 2000 and every two years thereafter, the 
applicant for renewal of licensure shall sign a statement indicating whether or not continuing 
education competence requirements have been fulfilled for the preceding two-year period.  
 
(b) Effective January 1, 2004 and every two years thereafter, physical therapists will be required to 
show proof of forty (40) approved contact hours and Physical Therapist Assistants will be required to 
show proof of thirty (30) approved contact hours  

(1) At least half of the required hours hours must be Category A as set out in subsection 
435:20-9-3(b) except as provided in 435:20-9-3(a)(3).  

 
(2) Three of the required hourhours must contain ethics education that includes the APTA 
Guide for Professional Conduct and the APTA Code of Ethics.  

 

Mitsy 
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(3) No continuing education hours may be carried over from one compliance period to 
another.  

(c)   Effective January 1, 2020 and every two years thereafter, physical therapists will be required to 
show proof of forty (40) approved continuing competence units and Physical Therapist Assistants 
will be required to show proof of thirty (30) approved continuing competence units. 

 
(d) Any applicant for renewal who cannot meet the requirements for continuing competence may not 
renew until deficient continuing competence units (CCUs) are obtained and verified. Additionally, 
within the next compliance period the licensee will be required to obtain double the required units  of 
approved continuing competence units (CCUs).   
 
(e) Each licensee is responsible for maintaining evidence/proof/record of participation in a 
continuing competence experience for a minimum of four years. Copies of such proof shall be 
submitted to the Board upon request. Such proof shall include:  
 

(1) date, place, course title, schedule, presenter(s), etc.,  
 

(2) number of contact hours/continued competency units for the activity,  
 

(3) proof of completion, such as abstracts, certificates of attendance, or other certification of 
completion.  

 
(f) Any physical therapist or physical therapist assistant initially licensed in Oklahoma during the 
second year of an accounting period shall be exempt from the continuing education requirements for 
that first renewal period. 
 
 
 
  
(g) The Physical Therapy Committee  shall conduct random audits of the continuing competence 
records of the number of licensees that time and resources permit. The Physical Therapy Committee 
may appoint a sub-committee to review audits and requests for approval of continuing competence 
experiences and make recommendations to the Physical Therapy Committee for disposition.  
 
(h) Penalties for failure to comply with continuing competence requirements may be assessed after 
notice and hearing as required by law. Penalties may include imposition of additional continuing 
competence units, probation of license, suspension of license, or revocation of license.  
 
(i) Failure to maintain records of continuing competence rebuts the presumption that continuing 
competence requirements have been completed.  
 
(j) Misrepresenting compliance with continuing competence requirements constitutes a fraudulent 
application.  
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435:20-9-3. CONTINUING COMPETENCE CATEGORIES 
 
(a) Approval for continuing competence activities   
  

(1) To receive initial approval for a continuing competence offering submission of an 
Application for Approval of Continuing Education Physical Therapy Education Form is 
required.  The application must include the following information: 

    
(A) Course title with an abstract, summary or course syllabus and strength of 
evidence demonstrating references used within last 5 years. 
  
(B) A program agenda complete with a breakdown of all time spent in 
instructional and non-instructional periods to include break time, meals, etc.  
(CCU will be awarded for instructional hours only.  If a course is six hours or 
longer, the agenda must include at least a 30 minute lunch and two 15 minute 
breaks) 
 
(C) The course or program’s goals and objectives sufficient to provide 
information for evaluation of relevance and practical application to the field of 
physical therapy beyond basic preparation of the licensee. 

(i) If basic information is needed, the licensee will complete the self-
reflection form to demonstrate current knowledge and competency of the 
topic and rationale as to why this course should be approved. 

 
(D) Documentation of instructor background/expertise relevant to the field of 
physical therapy 

    
(E) Location of the program, including the address, city, state, and zip, or Internet 
site. 

    
(F) Contact name, phone number and address of course sponsors or publishers. 

    
(G) Specific date(s) of course participation 
  
(H) Method of certifying attendance and instructional hours.  (Adjustment of CCU 

awarded may occur with the approval process). 
 

           (2) Individual participants are responsible for maintaining these records 
 
(3) Physical therapists and physical therapist assistants working less than 250 hours per 
year may submit a request for a lesser continuing competence requirement. 

            

Jennifer & Debbie 
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 (4) Pre-approval is required for guaranteed credit. 
 
(b) Synchronous educational opportunities.  

(1) Synchronous instruction – real time participation at a course, workshop, or conference  
 
(2) Presentation of program - A licensee who presents an original continuing education 
program targeted towards peers and other health care professionals may receive continuing 
competence credit once per compliance period.  
 
(3) Post Graduate Studies - Successful completion of post graduate education course work 
related to physical therapy will be awarded continuing competence credit of up to 16 CCU 
for each college credit course based on credit hours, syllabus, and learning objectives. 

 
 (c) Online educational opportunities. 

(1) For licensees participating in a non-interactive course offered by videotape, satellite 
transmission, webcast, DVD, or other electronic media, one hour of participation earns 
one CCU.  This method must include a post-test proficiency assessment in order to be 
accepted.  The maximum number of CCU of this type allowed during a compliance 
period is 10. 
 

 
(d) Other continuing competency activities 

(1) Publication - Writing for professional publication may be awarded continuing 
competence credit. Actual number of CCU granted will be determined by the Committee. 
Acceptance for publication must occur within the current compliance period. Contact hours will not 
be approved for repeat publication of the same material. 

(A) Each published paper/book and/or chapter/or case study may receive a maximum 
of fifteen (15) CCU. 

(B) Each published book review may receive a maximum of ten (10) CCU.  
 

 
(2) Study groups - A series of synchronous or asynchronous meetings designed for intense 
study in a physical therapy related topic. A minimum of four participants and four hours of 
participation are required for continuing competence eligibility. Those seeking approval for a 
group study project shall submit a full description including an outline of the topics and 
subtopics, references, or copies of the printed materials, a time and place of study, the 
methods to be used, the number of hours of credit sought, and any other information relevant 
to the evaluation of the proposed projects. The maximum number of CCU of this type 
allowed during a compliance period is 10. 
 

 
(3) Collaboration with educational programs: 

(A) Supervising Physical Therapist or Physical Therapist Assistant students as a 
clinical instructor 

(i) Continuous direct supervision of students for at least four full-time 
weeks (or combination of four weeks) earns 1 CCU per week for a 
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maximum of 4 CCU.   Licensees can earn up to 10 CCU in this category 
in a compliance period. 
(ii) The licensee shall submit materials listing the licensee as a clinical 
instructor with the name of the school/program and the length of time of 
clinical placement. 

 
(B) Presentations as a guest lecturer for Physical Therapist and Physical Therapist 

Assistant Programs earns 2 CCU for the first presentation of original material, 
up to 4 CCU in a compliance period.  No additional points for subsequent 
presentations with in a compliance period.  

(i) The licensee shall submit materials including: syllabus, curriculum 
vitae demonstrating expertise, statement of objectives, and strength of 
evidence demonstrating references used within last 5 years 
 

(4) Research / Publications / Presentations: 
(A)Publication (published or accepted for publication):  

(i)Authorship or co-authorship of a book relating to physical therapy earns 
up to ten (10) CCU in a compliance period. 
(ii) The licensee shall submit a copy of the title page indicating the 
licensee’s authorship 
 

(B) Research (published only): 
(i) Principal or co-investigator, project director, or research assistant earns 

five (5) CCU, up to ten (10) CCU in a compliance period. 
(ii) The licensee shall submit research proposal/abstract, final results and a 

summary of the licensee’s involvement. 

(C) Presentations at professional workshops, seminars, conferences related to 
physical therapy earns 1.5 CCU per contact hour of instruction for the first 
presentation of original material.  No additional CCU for subsequent presentations 
within the compliance period. 

(i) The licensee shall submit materials including: brochures or program, 
curriculum vitae demonstrating expertise, a statement of objectives and strength 
of evidence demonstrating references used within last 5 years. 

 

(5) Advanced Training: 
(A) Specialty certification.  Achievement of a specialty certification related to 

physical therapy/Advanced Proficiency for PTA will be awarded ten (10) 
CCU for initial certification and five (5) CCU for recertification. Credit will 
be granted for certification obtained within the compliance period in which 
the certification was granted. 

Comment [CC1]: Is it the same credit for 
one, two or three students during the same 
calendar time period? 

Comment [L2]: This section is confusing. So 
no matter the length of the clinical 4 weeks or 
10 weeks (or more) the CI can only earn 4 
CCUs for that one student?  Just confirming as 
it is not clear.  Also, as the question regarding 
a 2:1 model?   

Comment [L3]: Agreed.  I would say a 1 
hour presentation would not equate to 2 CCU’s 
earned.  I would back this off to something like 
1 CCU for a one hour presentation. That is 
similar to participating in a one hour course.  
My thought is the committee was looking to 
provide credit for the “preparation” time. 
Hm… something to think about.   

Comment [CC4]: Is it the same for a one 
hour lecture as a two hour lecture or a two 
hour lecture plus lab? 
 

Comment [L5]: What is the difference 
between 1 and 4 in this section 

Comment [L6]: Would it make more sense to 
say published article?   

Comment [L7]: Again this is confusing. Are 
ou saying they get credit for doing research or 
for publishing research. It seemed like 
publishing an article but then ii was more the 
part of “doing” the research. Which takes 
several years prior to publications.  

Comment [CC8]: How do we determine 
standards for relative 1.5 CCU value for one 
contact hour ?vs 1 CCU for academic guest 
lecture?  

Comment [L9]: Why would 3B and 4C not 
be the same?  For the (i) I would suggest for a 
referred presentation submitting the accepted 
application which includes session objectives 
and reference.  For an invited presentation then 
it would be a listing in the program, the course 
objectives and the reference list.   Do you 
really want a CV?  It can be sent but could be 
very long. Would it tell you about the persons 
expertise?   

Comment [CC10]: I thought we decided it 
would be difficult to manage carryover credits 
into the next compliance period 
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(i) The licensee shall submit proof of certification for CCU 
determination. 
 

(B) Residencies/Fellowships.  For fellowships conferred by organizations 
credentialed by APTA in a specialty area of the practice of physical therapy, 
ten (10) CCU shall be awarded for each full year of clinical participation up to 
a maximum of twenty (20) CCU per compliance period for this activity.  

(i)The licensee shall submit the certificate conferred on the licensee or 
evidence that all requirements of the fellowship program have been met. 

(ii)For completion of a residency program in physical therapy offered by 
an APTA credentialed organization, ten (10) CCU shall be awarded for 
each full year of clinical participation, up to a maximum of twenty (20) 
CCU per compliance period for this activity. 

(iii)The licensee shall submit the certificate conferred on the licensee or 
evidence that all requirements of the fellowship program have been met. 

 
(6) Physical Therapy organizations   
a. Participation in national physical therapy or multidisciplinary organization 

that includes physical therapy:  
 

i. Participation as a board member, committee chair, task force member 
or delegate to a national assembly earns five CCU or up to ten CCU in 
a compliance period. 

ii. The licensee shall submit materials documenting the licensee as a 
participant (for example minutes) as well as, a description of the 
position and a summary of the licensee’s involvement. 

b. Participation in a state physical therapy or multidisciplinary organization that 
includes physical therapy: 

i. Participation as a voting board member or committee chair earns five 
(5) CCU and up to ten (10) CCU in a compliance period. 

ii. The licensee shall submit materials listing the licensee as a participant 
(for example minutes) as well as, a description of the position and a 
summary of the licensee’s involvement. 

c. Participation in a regional or district physical therapy or multidisciplinary 
organization that includes physical therapy: 

i. Participation as a district officer earns two (2) CCUs, up to four (4) 
CCUs in a compliance period. 

ii. The licensee shall submit materials listing the licensee as a participant 
(for example minutes) as well as, a description of the position and a 
summary of the licensee’s involvement. 

Comment [L11]: Up to the current point in 
time. They may be part way through the 
residency or fellowship and not have the final 
completion. Also remember those typically run 
on an academic calendar so it might be hard to 
figure out timing.  What if it crosses two 
compliance periods.  Not impossible to track 
but wanted to throw it out there.  

Comment [CC12]: We need to decide what 
units we are using – CCUs, point, contact 
hours 

Comment [L13]: At House of Delegates 
there will not be minutes that list every person 
present.  Just wondering how to document.  
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d. Membership in the APTA for one year earns one CCU, up to two CCUs in a 
compliance period 

i. The licensee shall submit membership card or certificate for each year 
of the compliance period. 

ii. Membership in an APTA section for one year earns one half CCU, up 
to one CCU in a compliance period. Additional CCUs are not awarded 
for membership in more than one section.  Section membership is 
validated by membership card  

(D)   Federation of State Boards of Physical Therapy’s Practice Review Tool.  Actual number of 
CCU granted will be determined by the Committee.  Pre-approval is required for credit. 
 
(E) Learning opportunities not listed above may be considered for continuing competence credit, 
but will require pre-approval if submitted by the requested deadline. 
 
(F) Learning opportunities not accepted include but are not limited to:  

(1) Regularly scheduled education opportunities provided within an institution, such as: 
rounds or on-the-job required in-service training such as: CPR, blood-borne pathogens, 
equipment or procedural updates.  
(2) Staff meetings.  
(3) Meetings, workshops or seminars held by personnel with less medical training than 
registered physical therapists or physical therapist assistants.  
(4) Publications for the lay public.  
(5) Presentations to lay groups and non-professionals.  
(6) Teaching personnel, students or staff within one's job requirement.  

 
 [Source: Added at 14 Ok Reg, eff 9-10-97 (emergency); Added at 15 Ok Reg 1026, eff 5-26-98; Amended at 16 Ok 
Reg 390, eff 10-6-98 (emergency); Amended at 16 Ok Reg 1230, eff 5-14-99; Amended at 16 OK Reg 3596, eff 8-25-
99 (emergency); Amended at 17 Ok Reg 1356, eff 5-11-00; Amended at 18 Ok Reg 413, eff 12-8-00 (emergency); 
Amended at 18 Ok Reg 1313, eff 5-11-01; Amended at 19 Ok Reg 2312, eff 6-28-02; Amended at 19 Ok Reg 2998, 
eff 8-19-02 (emergency); Amended at 20 Ok Reg 977, eff 5-21-03; Amended at 28 Ok Reg 1751, eff 6-25-11]  

 
 
 
 

 
435:20-9-5. Guidelines for the audit process    
(a) The Physical Therapy Committee will, each compliance period, randomly or for cause select 
licensees for verification that all continuing competence requirements have been met.  
(b) Those being audited have thirty (30) calendar days from the date of the letter of notification to 
submit proof of continuing competence to the Committee.  
(c) The Physical Therapy Committee or its appointed sub-committee shall review the documentation 
of each individual for compliance with established continuing competence standards.  
(d) Those found to be in compliance shall be notified.  
(e) Those found not to be in compliance shall be notified, by certified mail, within (5) working days 
following the determination of non-compliance. They will be given specific information concerning 
areas of deficiency, what further information is needed to bring them into compliance, given 

Nancy 
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opportunity to submit additional documentation and/or appear in person at the next Physical Therapy 
Committee meeting.  
(f) A summarized report shall be submitted to the Physical Therapy Committee listing the names of 
those audited who are in compliance with continuing competence requirements. Those not in 
compliance shall be listed with notation of deficiencies found and/or recommendations.  
[Source: Added at 14 Ok Reg, eff 9-10-97 (emergency); Added at 15 Ok Reg, eff 5-26-98; Amended at 18 Ok Reg 
4413, eff 12-8-00 (emergency); Amended at 18 Ok Reg 1313, eff 5-11-01; Amended at 19 Ok Reg 2998, eff 8-19-02 
(emergency); Amended at 20 Ok Reg 977, eff 5-21-03] 
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SUBCHAPTER 9.  CONTINUING EDUCATION COMPETENCE 
 
Section 
435:20-9-1.  Definitions 
435:20-9-2.  Continuing education competence requirements for renewal 
435:20-9-3.  Continuing education competence categories 
435:20-9-4.  Guidelines for the audit process 
 
435:20-9-1. Definitions 

The following words and terms, when used in this SubChapter, shall have the following 
meaning, unless the content clearly indicates otherwise: 

"Activities" means activities that a licensee participates in to either assess his/her 
competence or to develop competency.  An activity is assigned a value toward meeting 
continuing competence requirements. 

"Approved Provider" means an entity that has been approved by the Board to provide 
continuing competence activities for licensees as provided in the rules of this section. 

"APTA" means the American Physical Therapy Association. 
"Asynchronous instruction" means instructional interaction whereby instructional 

delivery and learner participation occurs other than simultaneously, offering either a delayed 
opportunity or no opportunity for instructional feedback. 

"Board" means the Board of Medical Licensure and Supervision. 
"Clinical Practice" means physical therapy consultation or patient care or client 

management or the supervision thereof. 
"Committee" means the Physical Therapy Advisory Committee. 
"Compliance period" means the initial compliance period from February 1, 1998 

through January 31, 2000 and each successive two calendar year period from January 1, 2000 to 
December 31, 2002. initial compliance period from January 1, 2020 through December 31, 2021 
and each successive two calendar year period from January 1, 2022 to December 31, 2023. 

"Competence" is the application of knowledge, skills, and behaviors required to 
function effectively, safely, ethically and legally within the context of the patient/client's role and 
environment. 

"Continuing Competence" is the lifelong process of maintaining and documenting 
competence through ongoing self-assessment, development, and implementation of a personal 
learning plan, and subsequent reassessment. 

"Continuing education" means those appropriate learning experiences physical 
therapists and physical therapist assistants undertake to expand their scope of knowledge beyond 
the basic preparation for the profession of physical therapy and these experiences should be 
referenced to one of four areas:  administration, education, patient care, or research. 

"Documentation" means evidence of completion of continuing competence activities. 
"FSBPT" means the Federation of State Boards of Physical Therapy. 
"IACET" means the International Association for Continuing Education and Training. 
"Jurisprudence Assessment" is an outline set of questions concerning the Oklahoma 

Physical Therapy Practice Act, Board rules, and Position Statement posted on the Board's 
website at www.okmedicalboard.org.  See Comment – Pg. 2 

"Licensee" means a Physical Therapist or Physical Therapist Assistant licensed in 
Oklahoma.  
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"One (1) contact hour" means one sixty (60) minute instructional period.  (This 
language missing from OPTA draft) 

"One (1) Continuing Competence Unit (CCU)" means the relative value assigned to 
continuing competence activities based on meeting established criteria. See Comment - Pg. 2 

"One (1) Continuing Education Unit or CEU" means ten (10) contact hours. (This 
language missing from OPTA draft) 

"OPTA" means the Oklahoma Physical Therapy Association. 
"Pre-approval" means the continuing education experience has received approval prior 

to the end of the compliance period. 
"Reporting Period" means a 24-month period commencing on January 1, 2020 and 

ending on December 31, 2021, and each successive 24-month period, during which the licensee 
activity must complete all continuing competence requirements for the current reporting period. 

"Synchronous instruction" means instructional interaction conducted in real time 
where the instructional delivery and learner participation occurs concurrently with an immediate 
opportunity for instructional feedback. 
 
435:20-9-2. Continuing education competence requirements for renewal 
(a) Beginning with the renewal period ending January 31, 2000 and every two years thereafter, 
the applicant for renewal of licensure shall sign a statement indicating whether or not continuing 
education competence requirements have been fulfilled for the preceding two-year period. 
(b) Effective January 1, 2004 and every two years thereafter, physical therapists will be required 
to show proof of forty (40) approved contact hours and Physical Therapist Assistants will be 
required to show proof of thirty (30) approved contact hours. 

(1)  At least half of the required hours must be Category A as set out in subsection 
435:20-9-3(b) except as provided in 435:20-9-3(a)(3). 
(2)  Three of the required hours must contain ethics education that includes the APTA 
Guide for Professional Conduct and the APTA Code of Ethics. 
(3)  No continuing education hours may be carried over from one compliance period to 
another. 

(c)  Effective January 1, 2020 and every two years thereafter, physical therapists will be required 
to show proof of forty (40) approved continuing competence units and Physical Therapist 
Assistants will be required to show proof of thirty (30) approved continuing competence units. 
(c) (d) Any applicant for renewal who cannot meet the requirements for continuing education 
competence may not renew until deficient hours  continuing competence units (CCUs) are 
obtained and verified.  Additionally, within the next compliance period the licensee will be 
required to obtain double the required hours units of approved continuing education competence 
units (CCUs).  At least half of the required hours must be Category A.  Proof of meeting the 
additional requirements, as verified by an audit, will be required in order to renew at the end of 
the next compliance period.  Failure to meet these additional requirements will result in 
disciplinary action. (This language missing from OPTA draft). 
(d) (e) Each licensee is responsible for maintaining evidence/proof/record of participation in a 
continuing education competence experience for a minimum of four years. Copies of such proof 
shall be submitted to the Board upon request. Such proof shall include: 

(1) date, place, course title, schedule, presenter(s), etc., 
(2) number of contact hours/continued competency units for the activity, 
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(3) proof of completion, such as abstracts, certificates of attendance, or other certification 
of completion. 

(e) (f) Any physical therapist or physical therapist assistant initially licensed in Oklahoma during 
the second year of an accounting period shall be exempt from the continuing education 
requirements for that first renewal period. 
(f) (g) The Physical Therapy Committee shall conduct random audits of the continuing education 
competence records of the number of licensees that time and resources permit. The Physical 
Therapy Committee may appoint a sub-committee to review audits and requests for approval of 
continuing education competence experiences and make recommendations to the Physical 
Therapy Committee for disposition. 
(g) (h) Penalties for failure to comply with continuing education competence requirements may 
be assessed after notice and hearing as required by law. Penalties may include imposition of 
additional continuing education contact hours competence units, probation of license, suspension 
of license, or revocation of license. 
(h) (i) Failure to maintain records of continuing education competence rebuts the presumption 
that continuing education competence requirements have been completed. 
(i) (j) Misrepresenting compliance with continuing education competence requirements 
constitutes a fraudulent application.   
 
435:20-9-3.  Continuing education competence categories 
 (a)  Approval for continuing education.  competence activities 

(1)  To receive initial approval for a continuing education competence offering of either 
category, submission of an Application for Approval of Continuing Education Physical 
Therapy Education form is required.  The application must include the following 
information:   

(A)  Course title with an abstract, summary or course syllabus and strength of evidence 
demonstrating references used within last 5 years. 
(B)  A program agenda complete with a breakdown of all time spent in instructional and 
non-instructional periods to include break time, meals, etc. (Contact hours CCU will be 
awarded for instructional hours only.) (If a course is six hours or longer, the agenda must 
include at least a 30 minute lunch and two 15 minute breaks.) 
(C)  The course or program's goals and objectives sufficient to provide information for 
evaluation of relevance and practical application to the field of physical therapy beyond 
basic preparation of the licensee. 

(i) If basic information is needed, the licensee will complete the self-reflection 
form to demonstrate current knowledge and competency of the topic and rationale 
as to why this course should be approved. 

(D)  Documentation of instructor background/expertise relevant to the field of physical 
therapy. 
(E)  Location of the program, including the address, city, state, and zip, or Internet site. 
(F)  Contact name, phone number and address of course sponsors or publishers; 
(G)  Specific date(s) of course participation. 
(H)  Method of certifying attendance and contact instructional hours.  (Adjustment of 
contact hours CCU awarded may occur within the approval process.) 

(2)  Individual participants are responsible for maintaining these records. 
(3)  Physical therapists and physical therapist assistants working less than 250 hours per year 
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may request permission from the to earn all contact hours from Category B and/or Category 
C submit a request for a lesser continuing competence requirement. 
(4)  Pre-approval is required for guaranteed credit under either Category. 

(b)  Category A – Synchronous educational opportunities.  At least half of the required 
contact hours must be acquired from Category A. (This language is missing from the OPTA 
draft.)   

(1)  Synchronous education – Attendance at a synchronous education course with real-time 
interaction between the course instructor and physical therapists or physical therapist 
assistants, with opportunity for immediate feedback real time participation at a course, 
workshop or conference.    
(2)  Presentation of program - A licensee who presents an original continuing education 
program targeted towards peers and other health care professionals may receive continuing 
education  competence credit once per compliance period.  
(3)  Post Graduate Studies - Successful completion of post graduate education course work 
related to physical therapy will be awarded continuing education competence credit of up to 
16 contact hours  CCU for each college credit hour course based on credit hours, syllabus, 
and learning objectives. 

(c) Online educational opportunities. 
(1) For licensees participating in a non-interactive course offered by videotape, satellite 
transmission, webcast, DVD, or other electronic media, one hour of participation earns one 
CCU.  This method must include a post-test proficiency assessment in order to be accepted.  
The maximum number of CCU of this type allowed during a compliance period is 10.  

(c) (d) Category B – other.  Other continuing competency activities. 
(1)  Opportunities under Category B continuing education include: 
(A) (1) Publication - Writing for professional publication may be awarded continuing 
education competence credit.  Actual number of contact hours CCU granted will be 
determined by the Committee.  Acceptance for publication must occur within the current 
compliance period. Contact hours will not be approved for repeat publication of the same 
material. 

(i)  (A) Each published paper/book and/or chapter/or case study may receive a 
maximum of fifteen (15) contact hours CCU. 
(ii)  (B) Each published book review may receive a maximum of ten (10) contact 
hours CCU. 

(B)  (2) Study groups - A series of synchronous or asynchronous meetings designed for 
intense study in a physical therapy related topic. A minimum of four participants and four 
hours of participation are required for continuing education competence eligibility. Those 
seeking approval for a group study project shall submit a full description including an outline 
of the topics and subtopics, references, or copies of the printed materials, a time and place of 
study, the methods to be used, the number of hours of credit sought, and any other 
information relevant to the evaluation of the proposed projects.  The maximum number of 
CCU of this type allowed during a compliance period is 10.  
(3) Collaboration with educational programs: 

(A) Supervising Physical Therapist or Physical Therapist Assistant students as a clinical 
instructor. 

(i) Continuous direct supervision of students for at least four full-time weeks (or 
combination of four weeks) earns 1 CCU per week for a maximum of 4 CCU.  
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Licensees can earn up to 10 CCU in this category in a compliance period.  See 
Comment – Pg. 7 
(ii) The licensee shall submit materials listing the licensee as a clinical instructor with 
the name of the school/program and the length of time of clinical placement. 

(B) Presentations as a guest lecturer for Physical Therapist and Physical Therapist 
Assistant Programs earns 2 CCU for the first presentation of original material, up to 4 
CCU in a compliance period.  No additional points for subsequent presentations within a 
compliance period.  See Comment – Pg. 7 

(i) The licensee shall submit materials including: syllabus, curriculum vitae 
demonstrating expertise, statement of objectives, and strength of evidence 
demonstrating references used within last 5 years. 

 
(4) Research/Publication/Presentations:  See Comment – Pg. 7 

(A) Publication (published or accepted for publication): 
(1) Authhorship or co-authorship of a book relating to physical therapy earns up to 
ten (10) CCU in a compliance period. 
(ii) The licensee shall submit a copy of the title page indicating the licensee's 
authorship. 

(B) Research (published only): See Comment – Pg. 7 
(i) Principal or co-investigator, project director, or research assistant earns five (5) 
CCU, up to ten (10) CCU in a compliance period.  
(ii) The licensee shall submit research proposal/abstract, final results and a summary 
of the licensee's involvement. See Comment – Pg. 7 

 (C) Presentations at professional workshops, seminars, conferences related to physical 
therapy earns 1.5 CCU per contact hour of instruction for the first presentation of original 
materials.  No additional CCU for subsequent presentations within the compliance 
period. See Comment – Pg. 7 

(i) The icensee shall submit materials including: brochures or program, curriculum 
vitae demonstrating expertise, a statement of objectives and strength of evidence 
demonstrating references used within last 5 years. 

(5) Advanced Training: 
 (A) Specialty certification.  Achievement of a specialty certification related to physical 

therapy/Advanced Proficiency for PTA will be awarded ten (10) CCU for initial 
certification and five (5) CCU for recertification.  Credit will be granted for certification 
obtained with the compliance period in which the certification was granted.  See 
Comment – Pg. 7 

(i) The licensee shall submit proof of certification for CCU determination. 
 (B) Residences/Fellowships.  For fellowships conferred by organizations credentialed by 

APTA in a specialty area of the practice of physical therapy, ten (10) CCU shall be 
awarded for each full year of clinical participation up to a maximum of twenty (20) CCU 
per compliance period for this activity. 

(i) The licensee shall submit the certificate conferred on the licensee or evidence that 
all requirements of the fellowship program have been met. See Comment – Pg. 8 
(ii) For completion of a residency program in physical therapy offered by an APTA 
credentialed organization, ten (10) CCU shall be awarded for each full year of clinical 
participation, up to a maximum of twenty (20) CCU per compliance period for this 
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activity. 
(iii) The licensee shall submit the certificate conferred on the licensee or evidence 
that all requirements of the fellowship program have been met. 

(6) Physical Therapy organizations 
 (A) Participation in the national physical therapy or multidisciplinary organization that 

includes physical therapy: 
(i) Participation as a board member, committee chair, task force member or delegate 
to a national assembly earns five CCU or up to ten CCU in a compliance period.  See 
Comment – Pg. 8 
(ii) The licensee shall submit materials documenting the licensee as a participant (for 
example minutes) as well as a description of the position and a summary of the 
licensee's involvement. See Comment – Pg. 8 

 (B) Participation in a state physical therapy or multidisciplinary organization that 
includes physical therapy: 

(i) Participation as a voting board member or committee chair earns five (5) CCU and 
up to ten (10) CCU in a compliance period. 
(ii) The licensee shall submit materials listing the licensee as a participant (for 
example minutes) as well as a description of the position and a summary of the 
licensee's involvement 

 (C) Participation in a regional or district physical therapy or multidisciplinary 
organization that includes physical therapy: 

(i) Participation as a district officer earns two (2) CCUs, up to four (4) CCUs in a 
compliance period. 
(ii) The licensee shall submit materials listing the licensee as a participant (for 
example minutes) as well as a description of the position and a summary of the 
licensee's involvement. 

(D) Membership in the APTA for one year earns one CCU, up to two CCUs in a 
compliance period.  

(i) The licensee shall submit membership card or certificate for each year of the 
compliance period. 
 (ii) Membership in an APTA section for one year earns one half CCU, up to one 
CCU in a compliance period.  Additional CCUs are not awarded for membership in 
more than one section.  Section membership is validated by membership card. 

(E) Federation of State Board of Physical Therapy's Practice Review Tool.  Actual 
number of CCU granted will be determined by the Committee.  Pre-approval is required 
for credit. 
(C)  Individualized instruction - This includes home study or Internet courses relating to 
physical therapy practice extending beyond basic preparation of the licensee.  In order to 
count any individualized instruction toward Category B hours, the licensee must submit 
proof of a passing score on a post test and a certificate of completion. (This language is 
missing from the OPTA draft.)  
(D) (F) Learning opportunities not listed above may be considered for continuing 
education competence credit, but will require pre-approval if submitted by the requested 
deadline. 
(E) (G) Activities Learning opportunities not accepted include but are not limited to: 
Examples of activities that will not be accepted include but are not limited to:  
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(i)  Regularly scheduled education opportunities provided within an institution, such 
as:  rounds or on-the-job required in-service training such as CPR, blood-borne 
pathogens, equipment or procedural updates. 
(ii)  Staff meetings. 
(iii)  Meetings, workshops or seminars held by personnel with less medical training 
than registered physical therapists or physical therapist assistants. 
(iv)  Publications for the lay public. 
(v)  Presentations to lay groups and non-professionals. 
(vi)  Teaching personnel, students or staff within one's job requirement. 
(vii)  Non-educational meetings, entertainment or recreational activities at 
professional meetings. 
(viii)  APTA, chapter or section offices or committee appointment. 

(d) Category C. - Federation of State Boards of Physical Therapy's Practice 
Review Tool. Actual number of contact hours granted will be determined by the 
Committee. Pre approval required for credit.  (This language is missing from the OPTA 
draft.)  

 
435:20-9-4. Approval of providers. 
The Board shall approve a provider if it is satisfied that the provider's programs have met the 
standard set forth in 435:20-9-3 of this section. 
(a) Once a provider is approved, the continuing competence activities offered by that 
organization are approved for credit and no application must be made to the Board for approval. 
(b) The provider must submit the course information to the Board for posting on the Board 
website. 
(c) The following organizations will be considered approved providers: 

(1) Any agency or board responsible for licensing individuals to practice physical therapy 
in the United States or Canada. 
(2) The American Physical Therapy Association (APTA), including any Sections, 
Academy's credentialed residencies and fellowships and its accrediting subsidiaries 
(3) State Chapters of APTA 
(4) The Federation of State Boards of Physical Therapy (FSBPT) and any accrediting 
subsidiary, including ProCert 
(5) The International Association for Continuing Education and Training (IACET) 
(6) Any providers approved or accredited by the agencies or organizations listed in 
subparagraphs (1) through (5) of this paragraph. 
(7) Physical therapist and physical therapist assistant programs approved by an agency 
recognized by either the U.S. Department of Education or the Council on Postsecondary 
Accreditation. 

 
435:20-9-4.5 Guidelines for the audit process 
(a)  The Physical Therapy Committee will, each compliance period, randomly or for cause select 
licensees for verification that all continuing education competence requirements have been met.   
(b)  Those being audited have thirty (30) calendar days from the date of the letter of notification 
to submit proof of continuing education competence to the Committee. 
 (c)  The Physical Therapy Committee or its appointed sub-committee shall review the 
documentation of each individual for compliance with established continuing education 
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competence standards. 
(d)  Those found to be in compliance shall be notified. 
(e)  Those found not to be in compliance shall be notified, by certified mail, within (5) working 
days following the determination of non-compliance.  They will be given specific information 
concerning areas of deficiency, what further information is needed to bring them into 
compliance, given opportunity to submit additional documentation and/or appear in person at the 
next Physical Therapy Committee meeting. 
(f)  A summarized report shall be submitted to the Physical Therapy Committee listing the names 
of those audited who are in compliance with continuing education competence requirements.  
Those not in compliance shall be listed with notation of deficiencies found and/or 
recommendations. 
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PT/PT A Cont inuing Education Approval Request f or January 1, 2016-December 31 , 2017 • 10/24/17 PT COMMITTEE MEETING I I 
course_number sponsor course_title CATEGORY HOURS APPROVED 

201710973 www.physicaltherapy.com Diagnosis and Treatment of Contraversive Pushing (Pusher Syndrome) A 2 APPROVED10242017 2 

201710988 CE International Bone & Joint Disease Live Online A 3 APPROVED10242017 2 

201710991 CE International Autoimmune Connective Tissue Diseases Live A 3 APPROVED10242017 2 

201710994 APPROVED10242017 2 

201710997 University of Oklahoma Health Science Center Measurement and Assessment RS6433 A 48 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711011 Mitsy Martin-Davis Critical Care Interventions in the Pediatric and NeonataiiCU A 2 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711016 Aquatic Therapy and Rehab Pilates for Pain and Postural Imbalances A 7 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711709 Therapy Concepts Inc Trigger Point Dry Needling Level II A 23 APPROVED1 0242017 2 

20171 1716 B-Squared Educational Services Pediatric Gait when why and how to intervene A 14 APPROVED1 0242017 2 

201 711751 Centra l States Orthopedics 2016 Annua l Workers Compensation Seminar A 6 APPROVED1 0242017 2 

201711752 Easter Oklahoma Orthopedic Center Eighth Annual Workers Compensation Seminar A 6 APPROVED1 0242017 2 

201711776 HomeCEUConnection.com Applying Research to Practice B 2 APPROVED10242017 2 

201 71 1777 HomeCEUConnection.com Joint Replacement Rehabilitation for the Shoulder, Hip and Knee B 7 APPROVED10242017 2 

A Practica l Evidence Based Approach to Evaluating and Treating Individuals with 

i 201711778 HomeCEUConnection.com Parkinson's Disease B 6 APPROVED10242017 2 

Prehab for the Most Common Runner Injuries: IT Band, Shin Splints Treatment & 
I 

201711779 HomeCEUConnection.com More B 1 APPROVED10242017 2 I 

201711780 HomeCEUConnection.com Aging and Exercise: Considerations and Special Needs of Older Clients B 3 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711781 HomeCEUConnection.com Active Release/Deep Tissue Techniques for the Quadratus Lumborum B 2 APPROVED10242017 2 
I 

Dr. Ma's Integrative Dry Needling Course for Pain Management and Sports 

201711782 Integrative Dry Needling Inst itute Inc LLC Rehabilitation A 25.5 APPROVED10242017 2 

A Clinician 's Guide to Improving Therapeutic Outcomes: Why is Nutrition 

201 711783 HomeCEUConnection.com Important? B 3 APPROVED10242017 2 

20171 1784 HomeCEUConnection.com Creative Interventions for Dementia B 4 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711785 INTEGRIS Jim Thorpe Rehab Dorsal Root Ganglion Therapy: Do More to Relieve Chronic Pain A 1 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711786 Saint Francis Health System Principles of Neuroscience Care A 7 APPROVED10242017 2 

20171 1787 Texas Occupational Therapy Association, Inc. Hand and Shoulder· A Legacy: The Therapist/Surgeon Relat ionship A 15 APPROVED10242017 2 

201 711788 HomeCEUConnection.com Evidence Based Rehab for Lumbar Spinal Stenosis B 3 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711 789 HomeCEUConnection.com Effective Examination & Treatment of the Shoulder Complex B 5 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711790 HomeCEUConnection.com Overuse Injuries In The Young Athlete B 1 APPROVED10242017 2 --

20171 1791 Oklahoma Fascial Contact Release: Collaborative, Pain Free Myofascial Release Interactions A 8 APPROVED10242017 2 -----
201711 792 Great Lakes Seminars Synthesis A 32 APPROVED102420172 

201711795 Curt Angel To Gait Or Not To Gait A 1 APPROVED10242017 2 

201 711798 HomeCEUConnection.com Spanish for the Healthcare Professionals B 2 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711799 HomeCEUConnection.com Spanish for the Healthcare Professionals A 2 APPROVED10242017 2 

Chronic TBI : what body weight supported treadmill training accomplished 10 

201711 800 Mobility Research years post-injury A 1 APPROVED10242017 2 
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PT/PTA Continuing Education Approval Request for January 1, 2016-December 31, 2017 - 10/24/17 PT COMMITTEE MEETING I I I I 

course_number sponsor course_title CATEGORY HOURS APPROVED I 

201711801 Mobility Research Sensory Ataxia - A three-case synopsis A 0.5 APPROVED10242017 2 i 

201711802 Mobility Research Tips and Tricks: Taking LiteGait Outside the Box A 1 APPROVED10242017 2 
! 

201711803 Herman & Wallace Bowel Pathology, Function, Dysfunction, and the Pelvic Floor A 16 APPROVED10242017 2 I 

201711804 FYZICAL Therapy and Balance Centers Senior Balance Retrainer A 15 APPROVED10242017 2 ! 

201711805 Agape Rehabilitation Complex Indications for the Use of Braces and Adaptive Equipment A 1 APPROVED10242017 2 . 

201711806 Agape Rehabilitation Complex Differential Diagnosis of Neuro-motor Disorders A 1 APPROVED10242017 2 
Early Diagnosis, Evaluation, Investigation and Management of Children with 

201711807 Agape Rehabilitation Complex Cerebral Palsy A 1 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711809 FYZICAL Therapy and Balance Centers Rehabilitation of the Rotator Cuff A 6 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711811 HomeCEUConnection.com Exercises for Prevention of and Recovery from Back Pain B 4 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711812 HomeCEUConnection.com Back on Their Feet: Rehab Techniques for Common Foot/Ankle Injuries B 4 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711813 Rehab RepNation Sensory Integration in Standing for the Pediatric Pat ient A 1 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711814 Oklahoma Association for Home Care & Hospice 2017 OASIS-C2 Workshop A 12 APPROVED10242017 2 

The Cliniciana€"' s Go-To Guide for Joint Arthroplasty: Geriatrics is Now Geri-

201711815 Vyne Education Active! A 6 APPROVED10242017 2 

Bands, Flexibility and Balance- A Health Care Professionals Guide for 

201711816 HomeCEUConnection.com Intervent ions B 5 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711818 The Bach School of Atlanta CEASa,.C 1: ERGONOMICS ASSESSMENT CERTIFICATION B 15 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711819 Innovative Educational Services Ethics-Louisiana Physical Therapy B 2 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711821 HomeCEUConnection.com I've Fallen, Now What ? Helping Educate Your Patient Following A Fall B 2 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711 822 CIAO Seminars 2nd Annual International Cancer Rehabi litation Summit A 23 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711824 HomeCEUConnection.com Differential Diagnosis for Musculoskeletal Assessment of the Spine B 7 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711825 Center for Sports and Rehabilitation 1 on 1 training with Certified Dry Needling Specia list A 5 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711826 HomeCEUConnection.com Emergency Response For The 21st Century B 4 APPROVED10242017 2 

Applied Behavior Analysis: Strategies for Supporting Children with Autism 

201711827 OANAPT Spectrum Disorders in Everyday Life A 1 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711828 OANAPT Assessment and Treatment of Cortical Visual Impairment A 1 APPROVED10242017 2 
201711829 HomeCEUConnect ion.com Flex Ability: Improving Functional Mobility With Stretching B 2 APPROVED10242017 2 

Building a child's foundation. The nuts and bolts of Parent Child Interaction 

201711830 OANAPT Therapy A 1 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711831 HomeCEUConnection.com Cardiopulmona ry Considerat ions for the Geriatric Patient B 5 APPROVED10242017 2 

20171 1832 HomeCEUConnection.com Cardiopulmonary Considerations for the Geriatric Patient A 5 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711833 HomeCEUConnection.com It Looks Like Parkinson's, Acts Like Alzheimer's but, It's Lewy Body Dementia B 3 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711834 HomeCEUConnection.com It Looks Like Parkinson's, Acts Like Alzheimer's but, It's Lewy Body Dementia A 3 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711835 HomeCEUConnection.com Comorbidities and the Geriatric Rehab Patient B 3 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711 836 HomeCEUConnection.com Sports Concussion and Associated Post-Traumatic Headache B 1 APPROVED10242017 2 

201711 837 OrthoEd _fore Stabilization from Athlete to Geriatric: An Evidence Based Approach A 8 APPROVED10242017 2 
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PT/PTA Continuing Education Approval Request for January 1, 2016-December 31, 2017 • 10/24/17 PT COMMITTEE MEETING I I I 
course_number sponsor course_title CATEGORY HOURS APPROVED 

201704289 VALIR HEALTH PATIERN RECOGNITION DURING SUBJECTIVE EXAM A 1 APPROVED10242017 2 

201704290 KAREN SANZO, MS, PT PILATES MAT I A 14.25 APPROVED10242017 2 
CHRONIC BACK PAIN MANGEMENT:WHAT IS NEW IN TREATMENT OPTIONS FOR 

201704291 OPTUM.COM THIS POPULATION B 0.75 APPROVED102420172 
RHCUMATOID ARTHRITIS: SYSMPTOMS, DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF THE 

201704292 OPTUM.COM POTENTALLY DEBILITATING CONDITION B 0.75 APPROVED10242017 2 

201704293 PESI, INC THE ULTIMATE HANDS ON WOUND CARE CLINICAL LAB SEM 57869 A 6.25 APPROVED10242017 2 

201704294 JONES INSTITUE FASCIAL COUNTERSTRAIN FOR THE VISCERA A 20 APPROVED10242017 2 

MANUAL THERAPY AND EXERCISE MANANGEMENT OF CERVICOGENIC DIZZINESS -l 201704295 APTA BASED ON CLINICAL REASONING A 2 APPROVED10242017 2 
--- --- --·-
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PT/PTA Continuing Education Approval Request for January 1, 2016-December 31 , 2017 - 10/24/17 PT COMMITTEE MEETING 

course_number sponsor course_title CATEGORY HOURS APPROVED 

201710781 EMS I A Day in the Life ... Anatomy 101 A 1.5 DENIED1 0242017 
201711810 HomeCEUConnection.com Suicide Screening and Referral Elements B 3 DENIED10242017 -- . - - - ·- - - --
201711817 American Heart Association Basic Life Support A 4 DENIED10242017 
- - - -- ----- - - - + -- --

I 
I 

201711820 Louisiana Physica l Therapy Board Jurisprudence B I 2 DENIED10242017 
- - - -

Anatomy and Physiology: Integumentary, Skeletal, I 

Muscular, Nervous, Cardiovascular and Lymphatic 

201711851 HomeCEUConnection.com Systems B 6 DENIED10242017 -- . - -
Anatomy and Physiology: Integumentary, Skeletal, 

Muscular, Nervous, Cardiovascular and Lymphatic 

201711852 HomeCEUConnection.com Systems A 6 DENIED10242017 
-----~ --~~ ~ ~ ------ ------- -------
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PT/PTA Continuing Education Approval Requestfor January 1, 2016-December 31 , 2017-10/24/17 PT COMMITTEE MEETING 
course number sponsor course_title CATEGORY HOURS APPROVED, 

Oklahoma Association for Home Care & 
201711353 Hospice 2017 Emergency Preparedness Plan Conference A 6 APPROVED10242017 
201711354 HealthStream (Cinahl - EBSCO Health) Stroke: Outcomes B 1 APPROVED10242017 
201711355 HomeCEUConnection.com How to Effectively Manage a Medicare Audit A 1 APPROVED10242017 
201711357 HomeCEUConnection.com Future-Proof Your Practice by Clarifying Your Value A 1 APPROVED10242017 
201711358 St. John Health System Sports-Related Concussion A 1 APPROVED10242017 
201711359 OnlineCE.com Stroke 137 B 4 APPROVED10242017 
201711360 OnlineCE.com Stroke 138 B 6 APPROVED10242017 
201711361 OnlineCE.com Stroke 139 B 7 APPROVED1 0242017 
201711362 OnlineCE.com Stroke 140 B 7 APPROVED10242017 
201711363 OnlineCE.com Stroke 141 B 3 APPROVED10242017 

Making Grassroots Advocacy Work for You: How to Get it done at National, 
201711364 HomeCEUConnection.com State and Local Levels A 1 APPROVED1 0242017 
201711365 OnlineCE.com Stroke 142 B 6 APPROVED10242017 
201711366 OnlineCE.com Stroke 143 B 5 APPROVED10242017 

' The Current State of Health Care: A Fireside Chat with Nancy Ham and Karen 
201711367 HomeCEUConnection.com DeSalvo' A 1.25 APPROVED1 0242017 
201711368 OnlineCE.com Shoulder Rehab 114 B 1 APPROVED10242017 
201711369 OnlineCE.com Ethics for Professionals 103-105 B 4 APPROVED10242017 
201711370 HomeCEUConnection.com How to Use Outcomes to Improve Incomes A 1 APPROVED10242017 
201711371 HomeCEUConnection.com Losing to Gain: Why Physical Therapy is Crucial in the Fight Against Obesity A 1.5 APPROVED1 0242017 
201711372 OnlineCE.com Womens Health 101 B 2 APPROVED10242017 
201711373 OnlineCE.com Rehab 185 B 3 APPROVED10242017 
201711374 OnlineCE.com Rehab 186 B 2 APPROVED10242017 
201711375 OnlineCE.com Rehab 187 B 1 APPROVED10242017 
201711376 OnlineCE.com Rehab 188 B 3 APPROVED10242017 
201711377 OnlineCE.com Rehab 189 B 3 APPROVED1 0242017 
201711378 OnlineCE.com Rehab 190 B 2 APPROVED10242017 
201711379 OnlineCE.com Rehab 192 B 3 APPROVED10242017 

The Power of the Patient: Leveraging Promoters to Drive New Business and 
201711383 HomeCEUConnection.com Improve Revenue A 1 APPROVED10242017 

Top of Mind, Top of Search: 4 Ways to Help Prospective Patients Find You 
201711384 HomeCEUConneclion.com Online A 1 APPROVED10242017 
201711385 HomeCEUConnection.com The Silent Killer: Ransomware and Healthcare Cybersecurity A 1 APPROVED10242017 

The New Realities of Building a Multi-Clinic, Market-Leading Company Today: 
201711386 HomeCEUConnection.com a€c:eYoua€n.'re Gonna Need A Bigger Boat!a€ A 1 APPROVED10242017 
201711387 HomeCEUConnection.com Medicare Myth-Busters: Dispelling Common Compliance Misconceptions A 1 APPROVED10242017 
201711388 HomeCEUConnection.com Partnering to Increase Revenue: An Expert Panel A 1 APPROVED10242017 
201711389 HomeCEUConnection.com New Evaluation Codes: All Case Scenarios Incorporating the 4 Components A 1 APPROVED10242017 
201711390 HomeCEUConnection.com The State of Rehab Therapy in 2017 A 1.1 APPROVED1 0242017 

------
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PT/PTA Continuing Education Approval Request for January 1, 2016-December 31 , 2017 • 10/24/17 PT COMMITTEE MEETING I 

course_number sponsor course_title CATEGORY HOURS APPROVED i 

Understanding Parkinson's Disease and the Growth of Physical Therapy as a 
201711391 APT A Learning Center Viable Treatment Option B 2 APPROVED10242017 
201711392 Drayer Physical Therapy Institute EVIDENCE BASED FUNCTIONAL UPPER QUARTER REHABILITATION A 14 APPROVED1 0242017 
201711395 Great Lakes Seminars Myofascial Release: Functional Integration A 16 APPROVED1 0242017 
201711396 Oklahoma ABLE Tech AT Feature Matching & AT Funding A 5 APPROVED10242017 
201711397 physicaltherapy .com The Science of Fall Prevension A 2 APPROVED10242017 
201711398 physicaltherapy.com Diagnosis and Treatment of Contraversive Pushing (Pusher Syndrome) A 2 APPROVED10242017 
201711399 Innovative Educational Services Electrical Stimulation - non-live recorded video B 3 APPROVED10242017 

Oklahoma Autism Network, University of ., 

201711404 Oklahoma Health Sciences Center Oklahoma Statewide Autism Conference 2017 A 6 APPROVED10242017 
201711405 Medical Minds in Motion Therapeutic Exercise Interventions for the Geriatric Population A 7 APPROVED1 0242017 

The Rehabilitation Engineering and Assistive 
201711406 Technology Society of North America 2017 Annual RESNA Conference AT Innovation Across the Lifespan A 23 APPROVED1 024201 7 

The Rehabilitation Engineering and Assistive 
201711407 Technology Society of North America RESNA/NCART 2016 Conference Promoting Access to Assistive Technology A 15.75 APPROVED1 0242017 

CHF lsaish Stone Pediatric epilepsy Lecture series: Behavioral Health and 
201711408 OUHSC Cognitive Concerns in People with Epilepsy A 1 APPROVED 1 0242017 
201711409 OUHSC Department of Neurology Neurology Grand Rounds; Unconscious Bias in Medicine A 1 APPROVED1 0242017 

Neurology Grand Rounds; Inheritance, Genetic Testing, Big data: what does it 
201711410 OUHSC Department of Neurology mean? A 1 APPROVED10242017 

Neurology Grand Rounds; Migraine Pathophysiology: to understand or not 
201711411 OUHSC Department of Neurology understand A 1 APPROVED10242017 
201711412 OUHSC Trauma Grand Rounds: Translational Research in Diffuse Axonal Injury A 1 APPROVED10242017 

Geriatric Rehab on a Budget Functional Interventions for Post-Acute Patients 
201711413 VYNE EDUCATION Using Everyday Items A 6 APPROVED10242017 
201711414 Chi St. Vincent Brain Injury Conference: Management and Treatment Issues A 6 APPROVED1 0242017 
201711415 OU Medical Center Trauma Symposium 2016 A 6 APPROVED10242017 
201711419 Neuro Institute Neurological Rehabilitation: Remediation vs. Compensation B 1 APPROVED1 0242017 

The Art & Science of Neurorehabilitation: Converging Person-Centered Care 
201711423 Neuro Institute with Evidenced-Based Modeling B 1 APPROVED10242017 
201711424 Summit Professional Education Pelvic Floor Training (Lewan - Online) B 6 APPROVED10242017 
201711425 CE International Immunity & the Gut Microbiota A 6 APPROVED10242017 
201711426 CE International Bone and Joint Disease A 3 APPROVED10242017 

Institute of Advanced Musculoskeletal 
201711427 Treatments Trigger Point Dry Needling Level1 A 20 APPROVED1 0242017 
201711429 Rehabilitation Prague School Dynamic Neuromuscular Stabilization Pediatrics Part 1 A 24 APPROVED1 0242017 
201711430 CE International Bone and Joint Disease A 3 APPROVED10242017 
201711431 CE International Longevity and Diet A 2 APPROVED10242017 
201711433 Medical Minds in Motion Vestibular Rehab Therapy (VRT) A 7 APPROVED10242017 
201711435 CE International The Hip: Key to Back & Leg Pain A 2 APPROVED1 0242017 
201711440 CE International Hormones & Mens Health A 2 APPROVED10242017 
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PT/PTA Continuing Education Approval Request for January 1, 2016-December 31, 2017 ·10/24/17 PT COMMITTEE MEETING 
course number sponsor course_title CATEGORY HOURS APPROVED 
201711454 Physicaltherapy.com Bums-Evaluation and Treatment A 2 APPROVED10242017 
201711456 Select Medical Manual Therapy and Exercise for Cervical and Upper Thoracic Disorders A 15 APPROVED1 0242017 
201711458 physicaltherapy.com Concussion: Conditioning the Brain and Body for Return to Sport A 2 APPROVED10242017 
201711459 PhysicaiTherapy .com Concussion: Conditioning the Brain and Body for Return to Sport A 2 APPROVED10242017 

Chronic Post-Concussion Syndrome: Psychological and Cognitive Implications 
I 201711460 PhysicaiTherapy .com for Treatment A 2 APPROVED10242017 

Vestibular Dysfunction (An Algorithmic-Based Evaluation and Treatment 
201711461 North American Seminars Approach) A 15 APPROVED10242017 
201711463 Vyne Education Rehabilitation Approaches for Patients with Tracheostomies & Ventilators A 6 APPROVED10242017 
201711465 International Academy of Orthopedic Medicine Knee A 14.5 APPROVED1 0242017 

Evidence-Based Sports Enhancement Programs: From ACL Injury Prevention 
201711468 Vyne Education to Speed and Agility Coaching A 6 APPROVED10242017 
201711470 ACCELERATED CARE PLUS CORP (ACP) BIOPHYSICAL AGENT ESSENTIALS A 5 APPROVED10242017 
201711485 ACCELERATED CARE PLUS CORP (ACP) BIOPHYSICAL AGENT ESSENTIALS-SHORTWAVE DIATHERMY A 1.5 APPROVED1 0242017 
201711488 ACCELERATED CARE PlUS CORP (ACP) BIOPHYSICAL AGENT ESSENTIALS-ULTRASOUND A 2 APPROVED10242017 
201711491 International Academy of Orthopedic Medicine Diagnosis & Management of the Knee B 8 APPROVED10242017 
201711506 CE International Post Traumatic Stress Disorder A 1 APPROVED10242017 
201711508 CE International Autoimmune Connective Tissues Disorders A 3 APPROVED1 0242017 
201711509 CE International Medical Marijuana A 2 APPROVED10242017 
201711510 CE International Type 1 Diabetes A 3 APPROVED10242017 
201711511 CE International Vitamin D, Health and Wellness A 2 APPROVED10242017 
201711512 CE International Leaky Gut Syndrome A 2 APPROVED10242017 

MULLIGAN CONCEPT & THE NORTH 
AMERICAN MULLIGAN CONCEPT UPPER QUARTER SPINAL AND PERIPHERAL MANUAL THERAPY 

201711533 TEACHERS ASSOCIATION TECHNIQUES A 13 APPROVED1 0242017 
201711534 McBride Orthopedic Hospital Differential Diagnosis, Surgical Interventions, and Rehabilitation of the Hip A 7.5 APPROVED1 0242017 
201711536 Select Rehabilitation Yoga &Tai Chi: A Complement to the Therapy Plan of Care (POC) B 2.5 APPROVED1 0242017 
201711537 the Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery Injured ACL's: To Operate or Not is Still the Question A 1 APPROVED10242017 
201711555 Oklahoma Parents Center, Inc. Building Relationships .. Creating Successful Change A 9 APPROVED10242017 
201711556 Physical Therapy Central Intra to dry needling 2017 A 10 APPROVED1 0242017 

Rehabilitation Hospital of Clear Lake, Webter, NDT/Bobath Certificate Course in the Management of Adults with Stroke and 

201711560 TX Brain Injury A 112 APPROVED1 0242017 
Clinical Utilization of Functional Outcome Measures: Looking Beyond Typical 

201711561 Allied Therapy & Consulting Services, PA Standardized Measurement Tools A 2 APPROVED10242017 
- Dry Needling Institute American Academy of DN-2: Dry Needling for Lumbopelvic & Lower Extremity Conditions: an 

201711562 Manipulative Therapy Evidence-Based Approach A 27 APPROVED1 0242017 

201711564 Innovative Educational Services Electrical Stimulation -Online Recorded Video B 3 APPROVED10242017 

201711565 The College of St. Scholastica Pharmacology for Physical Therapists PTH 7710 B 30 APPROVED1 0242017 
Kelli Williams, PT I Alliance Health 

201711566 Deaconess Hospital Drug-Related Falls in the Older Adult Population A 1 APPROVED10242017 
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PT/PT A Continuing Education Approval Request for January 1, 2016-December 31, 2017 • 10/24/17 PT COMMITTEE MEETING 
course number sponsor course_title CATEGORY HOURS APPROVED 

Keys to Effective Documentation for Outpatient Physical and Occupational 

201711582 PT Management Support Systems Therapy A 1 APPROVED10242017 
LIFE Senior Services, Senior Helpers, 

201711585 Bella rose A Positive Approach to Alzheimer's and Dementia A 5 APPROVED10242017 

201711595 St. John Medical Center When a Patient with Dementia is Hospita lized A 3.5 APPROVED1 0242017 
Dealing with Complex Regiona l Pain Syndrome or Reflex Sympathetic 

201711613 CIAO Seminars Dystrophy A 2 APPROVED1 0242017 
201711614 INTEGRIS Jim Thorpe Rehab Bundled Payment A 1 APPROVED10242017 

201711617 Gawenda Seminars and Consulting, Inc. New Evaluation Codes Part 2 Plus 2017 Therapy payment Updates A 2 APPROVED1 0242017 
The University of Chicago Pritzker School 

201711629 of Medicine 12th NLN International Conference A 28.5 APPROVED1 0242017 

201711630 Catalyst Coaching Institute Certified Wellness Coach A 30 APPROVED1 0242017 
Oklahoma Physical Therapy Association 

201711649 Eastern District New Techniques in Total Knee Reconstruction A 1 APPROVED10242017 

201711661 NMRI NMRI Dynamic and Postural Reflex Pattern Integration A 32 APPROVED1 0242017 I 
201711688 Travis Cares On Your Mark, Get Set, Go A 2 APPROVED10242017 

201711689 Travis Cares 24hr Posture Management A 2 APPROVED1 0242017 I 

201711697 Kinesic University Kinesic Taping Assessments, Fundamental Concepts and Techniques A 16 APPROVED1 0242017 
20171 1702 INTEGRIS Jim Thorpe Rehab Spinal Cord Injury: Mining for Gems in Denver A 1 APPROVED10242017 

20171 1703 INTEGRIS Jim Thorpe Rehab Spinal Cord Injury: Mining for Gems in Denver (Online) B 1 APPROVED10242017 

201711704 Reha bCa re/Kind red Urinary Incontinence Programming A 2 APPROVED10242017 

201711705 Jones Institute FCS AR Counterstrain for the Lymphatic-Venous System A 20 APPROVED1 0242017 

201711706 Jones Institute Counterstrain for the Arteria l System A 20 APPROVED1 0242017 

201711707 Jones Institute Counterstrain for Nervous System 1 A 20 APPROVED1 0242017 I 

201711708 Mercy Clinical Reasoning and Evidence-Based Practice for Physical Therapists A 3 APPROVED10242017 

201711710 WorkWell Prevention and Care Functional Job Analysis and Prework Screening A 14 APPROVED10242017 

201711711 Medical Minds in Motion Manual Therapy & Kinesiology Taping Strat egies A 12 APPROVED1 0242017 

201711712 Peggy DeCelle Newman, PT Capturing the Teachable Moment a€" in the Busy Clinical Environment A 3 APPROVED10242017 

201711713 LSVTGLOBAL LSVT BIG Training and Certification Course A 12.5 APPROVED1 0242017 

201711714 RTS, LLC Exercise Mechanics part 1: Musculoskeletal Mechanics A 22 APPROVED1 0242017 

201711715 RTS, LLC Exercise Mechanics part 2: Resistance Mechanics A 22 APPROVED1 0242017 

201711717 RTS, LLC Exercise Mechanics part 3: Spine/Trunk Mechanics and Loading A 22 APPROVED1 0242017 

201711718 Gray Institute Certificate of Applied Functional Science B 25 APPROVED1 0242017 
Differential Diagnosis, Conservative/Surgical Interventions, and 

201711719 Chris Cox Evidence Based Rehabilitation of the Hip Complex A 12 APPROVED1 0242017 

201711720 Mercy Hospital OCS prep course The Knee A 3 APPROVED10242017 

201711721 Pharmacology and Physical Therapy Pharmacology and Physical Therapy A 1 APPROVED10242017 

201711722 Brain Injury Association of America 
-L.......----

Strategies for Families Managing Personality Changes after Brain Injury B 1 APPROVED1 0242017 
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course_number sponsor course_title CATEGORY HOURS APPROVED 
201711723 Brain Injury Association of America Recovery after Mild Brain Injury B 1 APPROVED10242017 ! 

Department of Rehabilitation Sciences, I 
I 

201711724 OUHSC Documentation and Billing-- Why We Need to Get It Right! A 1.5 APPROVED1 0242017 I 
201711725 Progressive Therapy Education Home Assessments and Modifications to Facilitate Aging in Place A 6.5 APPROVED1 0242017 

Advanced Heart Failure: Pathophysiology, Complications, and ' 

201711727 Relias Learning Management Tools B 1 APPROVED10242017 
Alzheimer's Disease and Related 

201711728 Disorders for Homecare Workers Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders for Homecare Workers B 2 APPROVED10242017 

201711729 Select Medical 9th Annual Upper Extremity Symposium A 13 APPROVED1 0242017 

201711730 American Association of Anatomists MERC Introduction to Qualtitative Data Collection Methods A 3 APPROVED10242017 

201711731 American Association of Anatomists MERC Qualtitative Analysis methods in Medical Education A 3 APPROVED10242017 

201711732 American Association of Anatomists MERC Scholarly Writing for Medical Education Reserach A 3 APPROVED10242017 

201711733 Hands on Seminar International Certification In Dry Needling A 16 APPROVED1 0242017 

201711734 Hands on Seminar Dry Needling UpperBody A 16 APPROVED1 0242017 

Sooner Healthcare Executives/Oklahoma 

201711736 Hospital Assoc. Oklahoma Annual Healthcare Executive Summit A 6 APPROVED10242017 
National Association of Neonatal 

201711737 Therapists, Sue Ludwig, OTR/L 6th Annual NANT Conference: "Allin" A 12 APPROVED1 0242017 I 

201711740 INTEGRIS Jim Thorpe Rehab Introduction to Hand Rehabilitation A 7 APPROVED10242017 ! 

201711741 INTEGRIS Jim Thorpe Rehab Urinary Incontinence and Pelvic Pain A 1 APPROVED10242017 

201711742 PhysicaiTherapy.com Managing Foot and Ankle Pathology in the Distance Runner B 2 APPROVED10242017 

201711743 CE International Age- Related Changes, Disease Process, and Safety of the Older Adult A 2 APPROVED10242017 

Oklahoma State Department of 

Education- Special Education services, 

Oklahoma Deaf Blind Technical 

Assistance Project, Office of Special Ed 

201711745 Program Washington D.C. Active Learning 9/28/2017-9/29/2017 A 14 APPROVED1 0242017 

6th Annual NANT Pre-Conference Session 1- Affective Touch and 

National Association of Neonatal Neonatal Interoceptive Capabilities: Neuroscience & Clinical Relevance 

201711746 Therapists, Sue Ludwig, OTR/L in the NICU A 3.75 APPROVED1 0242017 

6th Annual NANT Pre-Conference Session 2- Synactive Manual 

National Association of Neonatal Therapy: The Effects of Therapeutic Handling and Positioning on Gl 

201711747 Therapists, Sue Ludwig, OTR/L Function A 2.75 APPROVED1 0242017 

201711748 OrthoEd Operative And Non-Operative Hip Treatment A 6 APPROVED10242017 

201711750 Hands on Seminar Dry needling -Lower Body (DN 2) A 16 APPROVED1 0242017 

201711753 Polestart Oov Online Component B 3 APPROVED10242017 

National Association of Neonatal 

201711754 Therapists, Sue Ludwig, OTR/L 7th Annual NANT Conference: "Reimagine Your Impact" A 13.5 APPROVED1 0242017 
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course_number sponsor course_title CATEGORY HOURS APPROVED 

Oklahoma State Dept of education-
special education services (Oklahoma Active Learning: Promoting independence and learning in children with 

201711755 Deaf Blind Technical Assistance Project) multiple special needs A 7 APPROVED10242017 
201711756 1.0 Mirror Therapy A 1 APPROVED10242017 
201711757 Angela Nooner Palliative Care Conference-11/2017 A 6 APPROVED10242017 
201711758 OUHSC college of medicine research for Drs. Dissertation Fall 2016 B 4 APPROVED10242017 

Teaching portfolios and st atements of t eaching philosophy: Critical 

201711760 American Association of Anatomist s reflection on teaching practice B 1 APPROVED1 0242017 
Function: the foot bone is connected to the head bone! Functiona l 

201711761 PhysicaiTherapy.com Evaluation (Part 1) A 2 APPROVED1 0242017 
Function: the foot bone is connected to the head bone! Functional 

201711762 PhysicaiTherapy.com Evaluation (Part 2) A 2 APPROVED10242017 
6th Don Waits Memorial Wound Lecture Series: A Physician and PT 

201711764 OU Medical Center Perspective A 7 APPROVED10242017 
American College of Healthcare 

201711765 Executives The Art of Building Relationships for Successful Teams and Partnerships A 12 APPROVED1 0242017 
American College of Healthcare Coach, Challenge, Lead: Developing an Indispensable Management 

201711766 Executives Team A 12 APPROVED1 0242017 
201711767 CE International Live Online Leaky Gut, Autoimmune & Disease & Diet A 6 APPROVED10242017 
201711768 CE International Senior Nutrition A 2 APPROVED10242017 
201711769 Angela Nooner 2017 Palliative Care Summit A 6 APPROVED10242017 
201711771 Little Light House LAMP (Language Acquisition through Motor Planning) A 1.5 APPROVED1 0242017 
201711772 Otto bock Gait and Microprocessor Knees Tra ining A 4 APPROVED1 0242017 

Ned ley Clinic and Lorna Linda University 
201711773 Medical School 7th Emotional Intelligence Summit-Neuroplasticity A 20 APPROVED1 0242017 

Cross Country Education aka Vyne 

201711774 Education Stabilizing the Core & the Sl joint A 6 APPROVED10242017 

201711775 OU Medical Center Acute Care Stroke Care for Rehab Providers A 1 APPROVED10242017 
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